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Royal Cookies

Royal Cookies 

Combining the finest Cookies genetics, she produces sweet and potent bud able to uplift the mind while relaxing the body. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 10,00 €

Price with discount 9,09 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 10,00 €

Sales price without tax 9,09 €

Discount 

Tax amount 0,91 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankRoyal Queen Seeds 

Description 

Royal Cookies
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Royal Cookies | Royal Queen Seeds
 

Royal Cookies brings the best of Californian genetics right here to Europe. Combining the finest Cookies genetics, she produces sweet and
potent bud able to uplift the mind while relaxing the body. Also, thanks to her thoroughbred indica dominance, she is able to grow yields of up to
525g/m² after just 8-9 weeks of flowering.

A great mix of cookies

Royal Cookies is a royal treat. This top-shelf strain was created in an extremely rigorous and intensive breeding program involving some of
California’s best cookie strains. She is the result of mixing two exemplary Cookies Forum specimens, resulting in a Cookie strain so powerful it
will bring a tear to even the Cookie Monster’s eye! Royal Cookies is a cannabis strain well suited to both indoor and outdoor cultivation.

However, for her to really thrive outdoors, she needs to be grown in a warm climate. Thanks to her indica dominant genetics, Royal Cookies
grows with a short stature, reaching heights between 80-110cm indoors. However, this doesn’t impede her yielding potential, which sits at a
generous 450-525g/m² after 8-9 weeks of flowering. Outdoors, Royal Cookies will climb to higher heights, growing between 140-180cm tall.

She is usually ready for harvest around the middle of October, yielding up to 450-500g per plant.

Very high on THC

The aroma and taste Royal Cookies produces stays true to the Cookies name, blending sweet and earthy tones into a pungent and tantalising
flavour.

The delights of Royal Cookies go well beyond her flavour, though. She induces a potent high that both uplifts the mind into euphoria and gently
lowers the body into deep relaxation. Her potency is such that novice smokers may want to approach with caution, as her 23% THC content can
quickly and easily overwhelm the unprepared.

If you want large yields of sweet, potent bud that captures the very essence of Cali cannabis, Royal Cookies will not do you wrong!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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